The controversial--and formerly unprovable--proposition that evolution moves forward through duplication of entire genomes is getting support from current advances in molecular biology
3/7/07 1:16 PM major impact," says Austin Hughes, a molecular evolutionist at the University of South Carolina, Columbia, who has done his own genome analyses. "For me, it's a dead issue." 
Controversial proposal
The idea that duplication of existing genes provided the raw material for evolution actually predates Ohno's proposal by nearly 35 years. In the 1930s geneticists realized that evolving organisms had to have a way of maintaining old functions even as they gained new ones. Gene duplication fit the bill: One copy could stay the same while the other took on new functions as base changes accumulated.
But in Ohno's 1970 book Evolution by Gene Duplication, he went a big step further, proposing that not just genes but whole genomes duplicated. He thought that two rounds of duplication had occurred: one making possible the transition from invertebrates to vertebrates and the other leading to the diversity seen in vertebrates. Eventually this idea came to be known as the 2R hypothesis.
The idea was not well received. "Found throughout the book are inconsistencies, misrepresentations and errors of fact," the University of Chicago's Janice Spofford wrote in a review for Science in 1972 (Science, 11 February 1972 . She said, for instance, that Ohno misstated the amount of active DNA in bacteria and mice and failed to consider that the horseshoe crab, a primitive nonvertebrate, has far too much variation in protein makeup to fit his scenario.
But Ohno insisted that organisms could handle extra genomes far more readily than they could extra copies of a particular gene. A second copy of a single gene would likely translate into production of too much of that gene's protein, which could be deleterious to the organism. In contrast, duplication of the entire genome would mean that production of all proteins would increase proportionally.
2R revival
Only with the rise of comparative genomics have researchers been able to address Ohno's hypothesis seriously. Some have matched genomes 3/7/07 1:16 PM against themselves to find stretches of DNA that were once identical and therefore represent gene, chromosome, or whole-genome duplications. Others have sought out the same genes in many species, expecting that an increase in the number of any one gene across species might signal ancient genome duplications. We now have "completely different data" than were available in the 1970s, says Meyer.
In 1993, for instance, Jürg Spring, a geneticist at the University of Basel in Switzerland, found that vertebrates have four copies of a gene for a cell surface protein called syndecan, whereas the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster has but one. "I got stimulated to ask whether the fourfold duplication was general," Spring recalls. He found more than 50 instances in which the fruit fly has a single copy of a gene, whereas the human has multiple copies.
Researchers have also found signs of genome duplication at a key evolutionary crossroads: where vertebrates diverged from invertebrates. Some of this work comes from Peter Holland and Rebecca Furlong of the University of Reading, U.K., who are studying Amphioxus, the fishlike invertebrate thought to be most closely related to the vertebrates' ancestor. Recently, Holland and his colleagues compared some 84 gene families--groups of closely related genes--in Amphioxus to the equivalent families in other organisms.
In many, they found that where Amphioxus has one copy, vertebrates have more. These cases include genes for enzymes and for proteins that control gene activity or are involved in cell signaling. Although some genes have just two or three copies instead of four, Holland thinks they each had four at one time. "There are lots and lots of duplications, and [that] is very consistent with two rounds of vertebrate [genome] duplication in quick succession," he concludes.
Longtime skeptic Wolfe also has new evidence that supports genome duplication in the prevertebrate lineage. Wolfe and his Dublin colleagues searched the draft sequence of the human genome for clusters of genes that exist on more than one chromosome. They located 80 pairs of clusters of varying sizes. That's "far more than you would expect by chance," Wolfe says. What's more, the largest cluster pair, located on chromosomes 2 and 12, matched up across 34 million bases. Genome or chromosome--and not gene--duplications are the most likely explanation, he concludes.
Next, Wolfe's team tried to estimate when these copies first appeared. These data showed that "there had been a burst of duplication events around 330 million to 500 million years ago," he says. That's not exactly the time that Ohno predicted but is still in the ballpark, Wolfe adds.
Ohno would be pleased, because "these data are consistent with the 2R hypothesis," comments John Postlethwait, a genome researcher at the University of Oregon in Eugene. Indeed, says Wolfe, "I've moved from being skeptical to being more open-minded" about Ohno. Others, however, have yet to be convinced, although new evidence of yet another genome duplication, this time in the fish lineage, is helping Ohno's cause.
Going another round
Late in his career, Ohno added a third--and much later--round of genome duplication to his original two. He decided that there might also have been a genome duplication in fish, occurring just after the divergence of the lobed-fin fishes that led to land-based organisms. In 1998, Postlethwait's team found evidence for that third round of 3/7/07 1:16 PM duplication (Science, 27 November 1998, p. 1711), and he and others postulated that these extra genes might have fueled the evolution of fish diversity.
Postlethwait and his colleagues were looking at the HOX genes, which play a key role in regulating the development of higher organisms. They found that the zebrafish has seven HOX clusters, not the three or four known to exist, say, in mammals. More recently, other researchers discovered similar numbers of HOX gene sets in the puffer fish, in a Japanese species called medaka, and in cichlid fishes. Because these fish are distant piscine cousins of zebrafish, the findings imply that this duplication occurred in their common ancestor. said genomes were duplicated in evolution.
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Despite this accumulating evidence, Manfred Schartl, a geneticist at the University of Würzburg in Germany, and others who want to accept this scenario are still cautious. He points out, for example, that it would be very difficult for the first tetraploid fish--those with four rather than the usual two copies of each chromosome --to engage in sexual reproduction. He also says that other work, in which researchers have traced the histories of individual genes, points to duplication of single genes in fish, not the doubling of whole genomes. "The problem [with gene duplication] really is that you can find examples that are in agreement with one or the other hypothesis," Schartl notes.
Marc Robinson-Rechavi and his colleagues at the École Normale Supérieure de Lyon in France, for example, determined the lineages of related genes from three fish species to see whether the genes duplicated before or after the fish groups diversified. These duplications "did not occur all together at the origin of fishes, as would be expected if they are due to an ancestral genome duplication," Robinson-Rechavi says. Although Meyer and his colleagues take issue with Robinson-Rechavi's analysis, others are not so sure how to interpret these findings.
Duplication rebutted
Indeed, the same problem plagues efforts to pin down those earlier genome duplications proposed by Ohno. In one study, South Carolina's Hughes pieced together the histories of 134 gene families in the Drosophila, Caenorhabditis elegans, and human genomes by looking at 3/7/07 1:16 PM how the sequences of these related genes changed through time. If Ohno was right, Hughes says, the family history of any gene should show that an ancestral gene gave rise to two descendents simultaneously and that later in time, each of those two yielded two more--again at the same time. But almost three-quarters of the gene families he examined, including the HOX family, had different histories.
Hughes also took a close look at the order of genes on supposedly duplicated chromosomes, an analysis that he says also failed to support Ohno's hypothesis. If a whole chromosome was copied, then most or all of the genes should be more or less in the same order in both. But often they are not. "Everything we've looked at [fails to] support the hypothesis," Hughes concludes. He proposes instead that the genes occurring on multiple chromosomes moved to these different locations as a group and then stayed together because it was advantageous to the genome.
But Holland isn't giving up that easily, and his scenario could be a way of reconciling Hughes's findings with Ohno's proposal about the two duplications early in vertebrate evolution. He thinks the inconsistencies highlighted by Hughes might be resolved by assuming that the time between the two rounds of duplication was much shorter than Ohno imagined.
By Ohno's thinking, the first round produced two copies of each chromosome, or four total, because the chromosomes exist as pairs. At first those copies randomly paired off, but eventually they became different enough to have preferred partners, and each set of four became two sets of two, restoring diploidy, the typical chromosomal arrangement. Only after that had happened, which Ohno proposed would take many millions of years, would the second round of duplication have taken place.
At a meeting * in April in Aussois, France, Holland suggested instead that the second duplication occurred before the four chromosomes produced by the first duplication diverged, thus producing eight roughly equivalent chromosomes. If that had been the case, then the recombination and switching of parts of chromosomes that typically takes place between chromosome pairs would have involved all eight, with different genes moving around at different times. Thus, gene order would vary from chromosome to chromosome, and neighboring genes could appear to have duplicated at different times instead of all at once. This scenario would confound analyses such as that done by Hughes.
Other molecular events may change the genome in ways that obscure its true evolutionary history. Hiccups in DNA replication can spit out extra copies of genes or additional pieces of chromosomes. Mobile genetic elements can move genes and gene pieces around. And frequently, one copy of a gene loses its function and becomes unrecognizable as a gene. Sorting through all this to get a clear picture of how each organism's genome reached its present state will be hard, perhaps even impossible, says Meyer. Improvements in dating genes and identifying what instigates changes in a genome can help, however.
But if the work resolves how the evolution of genomes prompts the evolution of new organisms, it will make possible a much better understanding of our own recently sequenced genome. If researchers can figure out the histories of families of genes, they will be in a much better position to sort out which genes are equivalent between, say, human and mouse or human and zebrafish. Knowing that will help tremendously as researchers try to pin down the functions of human genes in mice or other 3/7/07 1:16 PM organisms that are more amenable to genetic manipulations than humans. No matter what, says Hughes, "we have to really understand how the genome is arranged." And that is one thing that he and Ohno would agree on.
